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Site-specific fluorescence labelling of RNA using bio-orthogonal reaction of \textit{trans}-cyclooctene and tetrazine.
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This communication describes a general approach for site-specific fluorescence labelling of RNA using a cytidine triphosphate (CTP) analogue derivatized with a \textit{trans}-cyclooctene group. The analogue was efficiently incorporated into a model RNA strand using \textit{in vitro} transcription. Bio-orthogonal reaction with fluorescently labelled tetrazine was utilized to fluorescently tag the synthetic RNA strand.

There is a strong interest in \textit{in vivo} fluorescent imaging of RNA as a tool to observe and uncover the details of its cellular regulation and its dynamic behaviour inside the cell. Recent literature reports accentuate the significance of visualizing RNA’s movement in real time.1 Singer and co-authors described a GFP-fusion protein approach to visualize neuronal β-actin messenger RNA that allowed the investigation of molecular mechanisms underlying memory formation. These discoveries foster enthusiasm to tackle many yet unanswered questions regarding RNA’s biology, such as its role in cell differentiation during embryogenesis as well as its regulation of gene expression.2

GFP-based imaging approaches inevitably have to prove that drastic changes in size and structure did not significantly alter RNA’s properties, and the studies described above certainly achieved that by genetically engineering a healthy animal model. Yet, a small molecule fluorescence imaging approach would be advantageous due to minimal modification of the size and the native structure of RNA. An RNA nucleobase can be synthetically modified and thereby converted into a chromophore.3 Alternatively, fluorescence labelling of RNA can be split into two steps using bio-orthogonal chemistry. By this approach, nucleosides are modified with a small bio-orthogonal group that minimally perturbs the native structure and preserves enzymatic recognition. Upon incorporation into a strand, the RNA is labelled using fluorescently modified bio-orthogonal partner.

A number of bio-orthogonal reactions have been developed to date, yet only copper-catalysed [3+2] alkyne azide “click” cycloaddition reaction (CuAAC) has been utilized for fluorescent labelling of RNA. Uridine, as well as cytidine analogues, derivatized with a terminal alkyne group, have been incorporated into RNA strands and labelled using fluorescent azides.4 Ethynyl uridine allows imaging of total cellular RNA in fixed cells and is sold as part of a kit.5 \textit{In vivo} applications of CuAAC, however, are limited due to cytotoxicity of copper.

In addition to fluorescence labelling, a wide range of CuAAC-based synthetic tools have been exploited for covalent modification of oligonucleotides. CuAAC chemistry has been utilized to form DNA crosslinks that result in unnatural three-dimensional structures.6 Several drug delivery platforms for siRNA were developed using ‘click’ chemistry.7 Also, there are several commercially available reagents for internal, as well as terminal modification of DNA and RNA strands assembled via solid phase synthesis.8

Most recently, copper-free, strain-promoted azide-alkyne [3+2] cycloaddition reaction (SPAAC) has been described for covalent modification of oligonucleotides. SPAAC chemistry has been successfully applied for imaging of glycans in live cells and organisms.9 By the same token, SPAAC can be used for fluorescence imaging of RNA \textit{in vivo}. So far it has mainly been applied for covalent modification of oligonucleotide strands formed by solid phase synthesis.10

Inverse Electron Demand Diels-Alder reaction (IEDDA) between \textit{trans}-cyclooctenes (TCOs) and tetrazines does not require a metal catalyst, making it significantly less cytotoxic than CuAAC.11 IEDDA has been utilized for live cell imaging of proteins,12 glycans and fatty acids.13 Presently, to the best of our knowledge, there is only a single report describing solid phase synthesis of DNA, fluorescently labelled using IEDDA reaction.13 IEDDA chemistry has not been applied to RNA. Herein we attempt to fill this void by describing a methodology for incorporating the bio-orthogonal \textit{trans}-cyclooctene group into an RNA strand by \textit{in vitro} transcription and subsequent fluorescent labelling.

The bio-orthogonal pair described in this work is shown in Fig. 1. The cytidine triphosphate (CTP) analogue, I, was derivatized with a TCO group at the 5-position of the nucleobase in a way to minimally alter the electrostatics of cytosine, which is important to preserve enzymatic recognition.16 Previous reports have shown that T7 RNA polymerase can tolerate substitutions at this position.17 The
IEDDA partner is a fluorescein-labelled tetrazine, 2. Based on the previously characterized library of IEDDA reagents, we decided to focus on 4-methyl-substituted tetrazine that shows higher stability under physiological conditions.\textsuperscript{18}

The synthesis of 1 is described in Fig 2A. It commenced with a commercially available 5-iodocytidine. The N-trifluoroacetyl-propargyl amine was coupled using Sonogashira conditions. The alkyne group was reduced using palladium – catalysed hydrogenation procedure. Compound 4 was afforded upon deprotection of trifluoroacetyl group using aqueous ammonia, and was subsequently coupled to TCO-NHS ester, 5. Compound 6 was converted into a 5'-triphosphate by stepwise phosphorylation with POCl\(_3\) and proton sponge, followed by tributylammonium pyrophosphate. Analytically pure 1 was obtained upon reverse-phase HPLC purification.
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**Fig. 1** The bio-orthogonal pair utilized herein for site-specific fluorescence labelling of RNA.

The synthesis of the fluorescein-labelled tetrazine is shown in Fig. 2B. The tetrazine 7 was prepared using previously described procedure.\textsuperscript{19} The Boc-group was subsequently deprotected using trifluoroacetic acid (TFA) and compound 8 was isolated as a TFA salt. Compound 2 was afforded by coupling 8 to the fluorescein-NHS ester. Spectroscopically pure 2 was achieved after purification by preparative thin layer chromatography.
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**Fig. 2** (A) Synthesis of the CTP analogue, I. (a) TFA-propargyl amine, Pd(PPh\(_3\))\(_2\), Cul, Et\(_3\)N, DMF; (b) Pd(OH)\(_2\), Et\(_3\)SH, MeOH; (c) NH\(_2\)OH, H\(_2\)O; (d) Et\(_3\)N, DMF; (e) proton sponge, POCl\(_3\), then Bu\(_3\)N, tributylammonium pyrophosphate, DMF. (B) Synthesis of the fluorescein-labelled tetrazine, 2. (a) TFA, CH\(_2\)Cl\(_2\); (b) Et\(_3\)N, DMF.

**In vitro** transcription (IVT) experiments were carried out to investigate the ability of T7 RNA polymerase to recognize the CTP analogue and site-specifically incorporate 1 into a sequence of interest. These experiments were performed using *mirVana*\textsuperscript{TM} miRNA Probe Construction Kit (Life Technologies) using DNA template that contains T7 polymerase promoter sequence linked to the sequence of miR-122.\textsuperscript{20} The DNA template used for the transcription using the aforementioned kit has the sequence: 5'-ACAAAACACCATTTGCACACTCCACTGTCTC-3'\textsuperscript{3\textsuperscript{-}} and generates the RNA product: 5'-GGGAGA\textsuperscript{A}AGGUGUGUGAG\textsuperscript{A}AAUGGUGUUUGU-3'\textsuperscript{3\textsuperscript{-}} in which 1 is incorporated at the two highlighted positions.

The *in vitro* transcription was carried out using variable ratios of CTP and 1 and was correlated to the standard sequences, prepared by solid phase synthesis. Following transcription, the samples were treated with 2 (250 \(\mu\)M) to fluorescently label the RNA strands containing 1. Subsequently, the samples were processed with 2 units of DNase1 to degrade the DNA template, denatured in 7M urea in the presence of 25 mM EDTA and resolved on a 20% denaturing polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE). The PAGE results are shown in Fig. 3. Lane 1 represents a synthetic 26 nucleotide-long RNA sequence, modified with a fluorescein-based (FAM) dye at the 5' end, while lane 2 is a synthetic 33 nucleotide-long RNA sequence which does not carry any fluorescent label. Lanes 3 through 5 correspond to the IVT experiments carried out using 0, 50% and 100% 1, respectively.

Fluorescence imaging of the gel, shown in Fig. 3A, illustrates the results of the post-transcriptional fluorescence labelling of the RNA strands. In addition to the synthetic FAM-labelled RNA in lane 1, fluorescent bands are observed in lanes 4 and 5. These bands correspond to the IVT products which were fluorescently labelled via bio-orthogonal IEDDA chemistry. Meanwhile, lane 2 (negative control), as well as lane 3, corresponding to the RNA lacking TCO, are fluorescently silent.
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**Fig. 3** Denaturing gel (20%) analysis of the *in vitro* transcription experiments. (A) fluorescence image of the unstained gel; (B) image of the same gel after SYBR Green staining. Lane 1 shows the 26 nt. long RNA sequence, carrying FAM dye (positive control), while lane 2 is a 33 nt. long RNA sequence prepared by solid phase synthesis (negative control); lanes 3, 4 and 5 show *in vitro* transcripts obtained using variable amounts of CTP and 1. Lane 3: 100 % CTP; lane 4: 50 % CTP, 50 % 1; lane 5 100 % 1.

SYBR Green staining of the same gel to visualize all RNA sequences is shown in Fig. 3B. The observed bands in lanes 4 and 5, corresponding to fluorescein labelled RNA, have slower mobility than the unmodified strand in lane 3. This is consistent with the additional mass and negative charge introduced by the TCO-
chromophore conjugate. Lane 4 has multiple bands showing strong SYBR Green staining, which is due to the heterogeneity of the RNA transcripts that could contain either zero, one, or two fluorescein groups. Additional weakly staining bands, observed in Fig. 3B are likely due to aborted sequences and untemplated nucleotide additions at the 3' end by the T7 polymerase.\(^3\) Based on the relative pixel intensity, the transcription efficiency of the CTP analogue was calculated to be 60 ± 5% (Fig. S1).

In addition to PAGE, the IVT products were analysed by electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS). To facilitate the ESI-MS analysis, the RNA transcripts were subjected to RNase T1 treatment that cleaves 3' ends of guanine residues thereby forming two unique fragments: ACAGp and ACAAUGp. Fig. 4A shows the mass spectrum of the digested strand containing 100% CTP. The two unmodified unique fragments ACAGp and ACAAUGp were observed in the positive charge state having a mass of 1308.18 Da and 1943.26 Da (1308.19 Da and 1943.27 Da calculated from sequence). The mass spectrum of the IVT product obtained using 100% CTP and treated with RNase T1, is shown in Fig. 4B. The spectrum is indicative of the incorporation of the CTP analogue into the RNA strand due to a mass shift of 225.173 Da. The sequence identity of the two fragments was confirmed by tandem mass spectrometry experiments. (Fig. S2 and S3, Table S1).

Fig. 4 Mass spectrometric analysis of RNase T1 digest of: A) IVT product using 100% CTP; B) IVT product using 100% 1; and C) reaction between the RNA strand containing two TCO groups and 5 equiv 2.

Post-transcriptional labelling of the RNA strands was also analysed by fluorescence spectroscopy. Fig. 5 illustrates the fluorescence spectra of: (a) TCO-modified RNA which is fluorescently silent, (b) 100 nM 2, (c) 100 nM 2 incubated with 1 equiv of control RNA strand lacking TCO and (d) 100 nM 2 incubated with 1 equiv of IVT-synthesized RNA strand containing two TCO groups. The observed 3-fold enhancement of fluorescence is consistent with the previously characterized spectroscopic behaviour of fluorescently-labelled tetrazines.\(^2\) The observed fluorescence enhancement was however lower than the one observed between 1 + 2 (Fig. S4). This could be due to homofluorescence resonance energy transfer (homo-FRET) between the two fluorescein chromophores attached to the RNA strand.\(^2\)

Fluorescently labelled RNA strands were also characterized by mass spectrometry. The IEDDA reaction between 5 μM of the RNA and 5 equiv of 2 in 150 mM ammonium acetate (pH 7.5) at 37 °C was carried out in the dark for 30 min. The cycloaddition product was subjected to RNase T1 treatment and the product was confirmed by mass spectrometry analysis (Fig. 4C). The observed spectrum contains peaks corresponding to unreacted RNA, as well as the IEDDA product. In this type of analysis, the fact that the negative charges are carried by phosphate groups that are not affected by chemical modification enables one to estimate the relative abundances of species in solution directly from the respective signal intensities. Based on the relative peak intensities, the cycloaddition reaction achieved 60% conversion. The unreacted ACAAUGp fragment was observed at charge states 2- and 3- with a mass of 2184.43 Da (2184.43 Da calculated). The corresponding cycloaddition product with a mass shift of 531.14 Da was also observed at charge states 2- and 3-. The ACAGp fragment with mass 1549.34 Da (1549.35 Da calculated) and its corresponding cycloaddition product with mass shift of 531.14 Da were both observed in the -2 charge state. We believe that the reaction was incomplete due to partial isomerization of the TCO group to a cis-cyclooctene. The latter is significantly less reactive with tetrazines.\(^2\) The isomerization is thought to have occurred during one of the steps in preparation to PAGE, which entailed heating of the RNA sample to 90 °C in the presence of 7M urea and 25 mM EDTA. The precursors to that step, I or IVT products containing I showed full conversion upon reacting with 2.

To test the scope of the IEDDA chemistry for fluorescent labelling of RNA, transcription was performed using a 435 nucleotide-long DNA template, which contains over 100 cytidine
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**Fig. 5** Fluorescent spectra of: (a) 100 nM of IVT TCO-modified RNA by itself (b) 100 nM 2, (c) 100 nM 2 treated with 1 equiv. of unmodified 33 mer RNA strand and (d) 100 nM 2 treated with 1 equiv. of IVT TCO-modified RNA. Spectra were obtained in 1X PBS buffer (pH 7.4), λ\text{ex} = 490 nm.
residues and encodes a ribozyme at the 3' end. After transcription, the ribozyme undergoes self-cleavage resulting in two RNA components. IVT was carried out using varying amounts of 1 and cytidine. The resulting IVT products were treated with 2 (250 µM) and analysed on a 20% denaturing PAGE. Fig. S5 shows that 1 can be successfully incorporated at multiple sites of a much longer RNA sequence. Bio-orthogonal modification of cytidine did not disrupt the ability of the ribozyme sequence to self-cleave.

Conclusions

This communication describes a general approach for fluorescent labelling of RNA strands using a pair of bio-orthogonal reagents, a cytidine analogue derivatized with a TCO group and fluorescein-modified tetrazine. Attachment of the TCO group at the 5-position of the nucleobase of cytidine triphosphate does not disrupt the recognition of the nucleotide by T7 RNA polymerase that efficiently incorporates the analogue into a strand. In principle, this approach could be used for fluorescent modification of any RNA strand. The fluorescent labelling step could in principle be done in vivo, thus allowing to image the RNA of interest in real time.
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Notes and references

5 Click-iT® detection kit, sold by Life Technologies™.
20 miR-122 was chosen as a model strand because of our interest in developing a fluorescent analogue that could be studied by microscopy in live cells. miR-122 is abundantly expressed in healthy liver cells but is down regulated in hepatocellular carcinomas. Fluorescent analogue of miR-122 will be used to study factors causing its downregulation.